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SPECIAL AND UNIVERSAL MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED IN THE SACRED SKY
NUCLEUS, BELO HORIZONTE, MG, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN

If in truth you put Me in first place, every day, before anything else, your souls would find the
mysteries and the secrets of My Sacred Passion in depth.

For you to see how important was My Offer before the Celestial Father was, I will reveal to you the
Rosary of the Seven Agonies of Jesus, the seven states lived by My Heart and Soul during the
sorrowful course of the Passion.

If you pray it with love and honor, along with the Devotional of the Five Sacred Wounds and the
Devotional to the Powerful Blood, in this spiritual trilogy of prayer, devotion and contemplation,
you will find prompt help for your difficulties and problems.

If at least every fifteen days you pray to Me the Rosary of the Seven Agonies with the Five Sacred
Wounds and the Powerful Blood, I assure you that your life will change and this will have
repercussions within your family and all brothers and sisters.

The Seven Agonies lived by Me represent the before and after in the purification of the sin of
humanity and its perdition.  The Seven Agonies were one of the more than hundreds of offers and
sacrifices that My Heart suffered during the Passion.

During My Seven Agonies many states of spiritual death, perdition and grave faults were
transmuted.  By means of My Blood poured, the Seven Agonies were recognized and accepted by
the Celestial Father as a sacrifice and reparation for the outrages of this world.

Each agony that was experienced and lived by Me was held within a most pure feeling of
transmutation and transverberation by means of the Holy Spirit in Christ.  This means that the
Seven Agonies were filled and alleviated by the gifts of the Holy Spirit during the Passion.  If it had
not happened in this way I would not have been able to arrive to the Cross, to Death and to the
Resurrection.

Thus you shall know that in My Seven Agonies are held codes of sacrifice and healing for the souls
of this humanity.  In the Seven Agonies you will find the path to be able to offer your miseries,
conditions and tests, and all will be repaired by means of the devotion that you will achieve through
the veneration to My Seven Agonies.

The agonies represent a molecular change of a corrupt state into a sublime state.  This was My main
task through the suffering in the Passion and on the Cross.

To those who may contemplate and pray the Rosary to My Seven Agonies at three in the afternoon
after the Chaplet of My Divine Mercy I promise that, as a result of the merits that I have achieved, I
will not judge them but I will liberate them from any disturbance or inner disorder.  For this to
happen your faith must be stronger than your weaknesses and, in this hour of Mercy, I promise to be
Your Savior and Intercessor for the difficult moments.
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In profound devotion, surrender and faith you shall pray the Rosary to the Seven Agonies of Jesus.
You shall repeat with love:

Union bead
For the martyrdoms borne,
for the sorrows transmuted,

 for the victorious mercy achieved,
Redeeming Christ, liberate us from the ties.

Amen.

First Agony
For the Agony of Jesus

in the Garden of Gethsemane,
   Adonai, strengthen our faith.

Amen.

Second Agony
For the condemnation of Jesus

and the profound silence of the Lord,
Adonai, may Your Victory be fulfilled in our beings.

Amen.

Third Agony
For the severe flagellation of Jesus

and for the Peace radiated from His Heart,
  Emmanuel, may our lives be peaceful.

Amen.

Fourth Agony
For the sorrowful crowning of Jesus

and for the Love reflected from His Interior,
Emmanuel, make us meek and humble

to fulfill the mission.
Amen.

Fifth Agony
For the weight of the Cross

that Christ carried on His back,
Emmanuel, alleviate us from any disturbance.

Amen.

Sixth Agony
For the three falls of Jesus

and for the Redemption that His Heart emanated,
Abba, may we learn to love sacrifice.

Amen.

Seventh Agony
For the Sacred Death of Jesus
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and His profound Mercy that saved us,
Abba, make us strong and invincible

for the time of transition.
Amen.

You will see that there are seven decades.  This is the first rosary that is more extensive and
profound that My Heart hands to you for meditation and reflection upon the mysteries of My
Passion.

May the Light of God accompany you always.

Your Lord of Love,

The Glorified Christ Jesus


